Response Report
Your next campaign just got smarter

Savvy marketers get smarter with every campaign. Knowing which of your segments get the highest ROI helps you find the
hottest patrons—in your data as well as your trade lists.
TRG’s Response Reports identify high-performing segments, showing you where a targeted follow-up campaign could grow
your revenue without mailing unproductive segments again. You’ll learn the conversion rate for every segment of your last
campaign, without the hassle of source code tracking. You can also learn the total revenue generated from each segment,
including the average order size and volume of unconverted households you could still reach. Response reports can also
reveal the effectiveness of your sales channels, so you understand which of your segments respond well to direct mail,
website, or telemarketing campaigns. If your campaign includes multiple events, you’ll be able to identify which segments
responded most favorably to each event. Armed with this data, you’ll know exactly what follow-up message to send to each
segment via what channel.
Success runs deeper than hitting your campaign goal. Let TRG’s Response Reports show you where you have untapped
potential, and where you’ve been losing money every time.

IDEAL FOR...

THE BOTTOM LINE

Marketing or membership professionals who want to:
• Design a follow-up campaign adjusted for market
response
• Build a strategy that evolves across multiple campaigns
in a season
• Create direct mail or telemarketing campaigns based
on detailed analysis of patron response rates to similar,
past campaigns
• Hone future trade requests based on the performance
of previously-acquired trade lists
• Move beyond assumptions about who comes to
their events

Response reports save you money by helping you identify
revenue potential from your best segments, while
eliminating mail costs to unproductive segments. If you
are a member of a community network, you automatically
receive 33% off Response Reports, making it even more
affordable to use this simple but powerful resource.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
TRG staff will work with you to understand exactly what you
want to track and what data points you need in order to
track it. You’ll send us the complete list of patrons to whom
you sent the campaign, as well as the list of patrons who
responded. Once we have your data, we’ll begin our analysis
and will return a Response Report to you within three to five
business days.

SUCCESS STORIES
• Theatre Under the Stars has used a Response
Report after its single ticket campaigns since 2009.
Through this, they refined their strategy for followup campaigns, including the offer, target audience,
and timing. The end result has been increased ROI
on subsequent mailings.
• Chicago Symphony Orchestra used Response
Reports as part of a subscription campaign
overhaul that reduced the number of mail pieces
by 30%, while increasing responders by 55%. Read
the full case study online at bit.ly/TRGChiSymph.
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